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Steady state analysis with outer divertor at 600°C (emis=0. Note: "*" is duty-cycle during machine operation. Hand estimation of the stress at this point: L=0.0817m, thickness=0.013m, E=2e11, thermal expansion coefficient=1.7e-5, temperature difference delta T=(65-10), bending stress=137.7 Mpa; Hoop stress=190.3 Mpa.
This stress is mainly due to the temperature difference of area 1 and 2. If in reality, the wall temp can be controlled to be more uniform, either providing more cooling to the EF1 pocket to lower the temperature of its top, or heating the vessel floor slightly to reduce the temperature difference between the two areas, the stress here should be reduced.
The thermal stress at the corner was reduced to 233 MPa by heating the floor. Emis=0.4, hot div, 8MW, 3s, 1200s cooling Emis=0.2, hot div, 8MW, 3s, 1200s cooling 
